SHAXI REHABILITATION PROJECT

Shaxi Rehabilitation Project is a comprehensive conservation project in a remote rural area, Yunnan of mainland China. Being a once important stopover on the ancient Tea and Horse Caravan Trail, Shaxi still remains plenty of built heritages from that thriving time. The project has integrated the conservation of cultural heritages into the framework of social and economic development. Design, expressed in an unusual way in this project, has been taken as an important role to appreciate, identify, and enhance the value of Shaxi’s cultural heritages. In 2005, this project won Award of Distinction of UNESCO Asia-Pacific Heritage Award for Cultural Heritage Conservation.

The lecturer Mr. HUANG Yinwu, who studied in Southeast university, Swiss Federal Institute of Technology Zürich(ETH) and Hong Kong University, has been worked as a leading project Architect on Shaxi Rehabilitation Project for more than 8 years.